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New Fee Codes in Nomination APP
Here we see a return from the new FEE function in the Nomination APP.
This new function in the Nomination APP uses Nomination Date and/or Scan Date.
If either of these is before 2019-04-03, you are subject to the original Fee Schedule.
Otherwise, the user input is checked for a proper Fee and Group/Herd ID based on the New Fee 
Schedule.
The output in the pink message box alerts us that the Fee and Group/Herd ID are invalid.
If the suggested values are acceptable changing the input form to match and clicking the submit again, 
should produce a valid nomination.
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The Genotype Move/Swap APP uses similar logic to do the same job.

A major difference though is, since you are moving a genotype (not a nomination), the dates used are Scan Date of the subject genotype, and 

the earliest Nomination Date; for your Requester ID; for the destination animal.

As output you should see alert dialogs that should inform you of its decisions.

New Fee Codes in Genotype Move/Swap APP



Changes to Genotype Query (or Status APP)

OLD

NEW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most noticeable change would be the removal of the 'Error Segment Record'.This was originally the ONLY source for genotype errors.It has now been removed, in favor of the Confirmation and Conflicts tables, which contain more accurate data.



The 'Pend' column now includes several more specific indicators.

[BLANK] = no pending records were detected
Pending Web_FMT1s, these are normally processed every 5 min:

PA = pending pedigree CHANGE (Web_FMT1) on the subject animal

detected a FMT1 submitted through the

web that has not been processed yet

PS = pending pedigree CHANGE (Web_FMT1) on the sire

detected a FMT1 submitted through the

web that has not been processed yet

PD = pending pedigree CHANGE (Web_FMT1) on the dam

detected a FMT1 submitted through the

web that has not been processed yet

Changes to Genotype Query (cnt..)

Pending genotype reprocessing/changes, this are normally processed twice a day:

R = pending ReProcessing request

These are cause by a change in the

pedigree of the subject animal

or a pedigree/genotype change of

a closely related animal.

U = pending genotype CHANGE

a change in the supporting values of this genotype

(aka: Requester ID, Fee Code, Parentage Only, Sample ID, etc.)

M = pending a Genotype MOVE request

a move request is pending for the subject genotype

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indicators for pending WEB format 1 records now include inidcation of Anim/Sire/Dam records.Indicators for Genotype changes now specifiy what type of processing is expected to happen. {Reprocess/Update/Move}Reprocessing typically happens when a conficting genotype/pedigree is modified.This reprocessing is not always about the subject animal, aside from clearing errors.



Changes to Genotype Query (cnt..)

Genotype request processing (and therefore clearing of errors) is typically only 
done twice a day, but the FMT1 {pedigree changes} are run far more frequently.

This causes lag between a pedigree fix and the removal of a given error.

This is why we now have the 'Pedigree Changed' column in the Genotype 
Conflicts table.

This column alerts you that a pedigree change has been processed that will 
affect the given error, when the genotypes are processed again.

This column can also contain a clickable question mark (?), that can provide 
additional information about the error.



If nominating an animal CDCB does not already have in the 

database, you are provided a link to Get_Foreign. This APP will 

attempt to pull pedigree data from several CDCB colaborators.

This APP has been busted for a while as it is very resource 

intensive.

Get_Foreign has been fixed, but now it only allows one request per 

IP address to be processed at a time.

Get Foreign (fixed)



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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